Guide for filling out the PID (Project Information Document) for HTML5 solutions in Podio:
Fields to fill out and to consider*:
Fields in the PID
Please shift status here when you are happy with
all delivered materials
Please list a username/password or subscription
number for test of access
Key Color for HTML5 Desktop, HEX

Logo for HTML5 Desktop. Max W300 px X H200
px, .png
Theme

Logo for HTML5 Desktop Splash. Max W300 px X
H200 px, .png

Should readers be allowed to print pages from
your publication?

Should readers be allowed to save your
publication as a PDF?

Explanation
When all the below mentioned fields have been
completed please shift status to: Now I’m done
For valid testing purposes at Visiolink
Please choose a key color of your liking and type in
the HEX color code. This color will be used
different places in the menu pane to the right of
the solution and in XML Article view if this feature
is activated
This logo will appear in the HTML5 solutions
background in the upper left corner. We
recommend transparent background for this logo
The default theme is “Light” however you can
choose to have a dark theme. Please consider
which theme you would like and mark it. The
theme is the solutions background appearance.
This logo will appear before the paper is shown in
the HTML5 solution. It is the graphic shown while
the paper is loading. We recommend transparent
background for this logo
Please consider if it should be possible for the
reader to print a number of pages from the paper.
If this is allowed please specify how many pages in
the comment field to the right in the PID
Please consider if it should be possible for the
reader to download the whole paper onto their
computer

*All other fields in the PID that are not mentioned here is for Visiolink purposes only.

